
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Thursday 13th November 2014 

 

This weekend includes a JAA Grading to 6th Dan level. 

To start off we did our spine warming and loosening exercises with some explanation on 

where we should focus when doing them. 

Previously we referred to the three levels in the spine; Upper, middle and low.  Today the 

idea of front and back was "planted". 

For some of the exercises we worked in pairs so that the areas of movement could be 

highlighted. 

A 38page document has been produced as a guide to help us to improve and allow these 

exercises to be more purposeful. 

 

For the balance of the session we worked on the sword take techniques of Koryu Dai Roku 

and the link to some of the exercises. 

 

 

More Study Group Tomiki Aikido Sessions . . .  

Friday, Saturday & Sunday in Antwerp, BELGIUM 



STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Friday 14th November 2014 

 

Today was a large group; we were joined by students from Spain, Michael Thraves and Vicente and 

from England UK, Martin Dean and Eamon Odabashy. 

 

Once more we spent time studying our spine warming and loosening exercises with more specific 

coaching in an attempt to optimize the movements. 

 

Again the theme of this evening’s session focused around those students grading tomorrow. 

Elements of the four basic hand blade movements where reinforced. 

 

It could be suggested that Inside Sweep leads into Inside Turn which becomes one movement. 

Equally Outside Sweep leads into Outside Turn, therefore, four basics become two basics! 

 

 

 

 

More Study Group Tomiki Aikido Sessions . . . 

 

Saturday & Sunday in Antwerp, BELGIUM 



STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Saturday 15th November 2014 

 

We have arrived at the day of the JAA Grading to 6th Dan.  Two JAA Shihan’s formed the examining 
panel; Frits van Gulick joined Eddy Wolput along with Koos de Graaff he assisted with the lower 
grades. 
After the morning class candidates were arriving and preparing themselves for the afternoon. 
At this European Grading there where candidates from Belgium, Holland, England UK with assistants 
from Spain. 
 
The Grading started at around 2pm and finished at just before 6pm; a long day for some. 
 
The candidates and their new JAA grades were: 

Adrian Tyndale 6th Dan 
Gina De Weert 5th Dan 
Ingmar Burgerhout 5th Dan 
Loran Doppert 5th Dan 
Axel Verachtert 4th Dan 
Martin Dean 1st Dan (2nd Dan BAA) 
Jorg Joosen 2nd Dan 
Mauricio Ramirez 1st Dan 
Dana Waerlop 1st Dan 
Yasmine Hanegreefs 1st Dan 
Phaedra Segers 1st Dan 
Eamon Odabashy 1st Dan 

Congratulations to all candidates and thanks those assisting them; Gitte Wolput, Michael Thraves 
and Patrick De Block. 
 
More Study Group Tomiki Aikido Sessions . . .  

Sunday in Antwerp, BELGIUM 

GRADING SHEET 



STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Sunday 16th November 2014 

 

Today we looked at complementary actions, motions and movements, first within our bodies, 
"Internal" and then from outside of the body "External". 
If we consider the front of our body in a state of “stretch” or more correctly “ON” then the back is 
compressing or “OFF”.  In this case the active part is the front of the body and the non-active part 
the back. 
 
Now to the opposite; if we make the back the active side “ON”; by expanding our back outwardly 
then the front of our body compresses “OFF”. 
These are complementary motions or movements which can be used to generate power from the 
ground. 
 
When we work together in pairs one partner might apply a twisting action to the wrist and arm of 
the other.   
The effect of Hineri is seen on the recipient; the effect of Kaeshi is seen on the initiator. 
These are complementary actions and movements. 
 
In many of our Spine warming and loosening exercises we see these complementary motions and in 
a sense we are "Waking Up" the body to these when we do them. 
 
So after our warm-up we applied this thinking to our floating techniques, Hikiotoshi, Maeotoshi and 
Sumiotoshi. 
 
Take Sumiotoshi as an example.  First Tori creates an action which causes Uke to step forward. 
On an elementary level the action might be considered as a pull. 
On an advanced level to start the back of the body is active, “ON” with the front “OFF” 



 
The explanation for simplicity is two dimensional; in reality the movement is multi-dimensional as 
the torso of Tori spirals. 
 
Once Uke has committed to the step the rear leg is free and the centre of Uke can be floated up and 
down and Uke is "Pitch-forked" or propped over their leg. 
 
For Tori to create the "up" the front of their body has to be “ON”. 
To create the "drop" the back is "ON", creating a complementary “OFF” at the front of the body. 
 
As written, in previous reports, the words used do really describe the actions but only try to point 
the reader to the right place. 
 
We looked at examples of Aigamae Ate and Gyakugamae Ate in this light and how Uke might react in 
a natural and complementary way to the action of Tori. 
It soon became clear of the importance of Tori maintaining control of Uke’s centre. 
 

Thank You to Eddy and Gina for a great weekend. 
 

 
 
Link to video summary of the Grading: 
 

https://vimeo.com/112074984 
 

 
JAA Registration Menjo Fees - 2014 

 
Shodan  10,000 JPY 
Nidan   12,000 JPY 
Sandan   16,500 JPY 
Yondan  40,000 JPY 
Godan   50,000 JPY 
Rokudan  60,000 JPY 

 



Report by Martin Dean 
 

As an alternative to travelling by car and ferry, two of the London students travelled to 

Antwerp by train.  This was a cost-effective and very relaxing and enjoyable experience. 

The tickets were booked via shortbreaks.com and included the following:- 

1. Return tickets from London St Pancras to Brussels on the Eurostar (2 hours) 

2. Return tickets to Antwerp on train (1 hour) 

3. Two nights in the Ramada Plaza Hotel, Antwerp 

Additional tickets were required for the Antwerp trams but these are about €2 for each 

journey 

 

 

Friday 14th November, 2014 

The 8-10pm class started with moving the body and stretching using one's core/centre 

(Hara).  The class used Tegatana movement in pairs to understand how to relax and flow 

with the forward and backward motion initiated by Tori. 

The latter part of the class allowed people who were grading the following day to practice 

some of their demonstrations.  It was a great chance to train with students from other 

countries (Belgium, Spain and Holland). 

 

 

Saturday 15th November, 2014 

The 12-2pm class allowed students to practice their demonstrations. 

The grading commenced at 2pm and was a fantastic opportunity to see numerous Katas and 

demonstrations performed by many senior Dan grades, from 6th to 1st. 

It is worth noting that students were asked to perform all components of their 

demonstrations in one go rather than resting between Katas.  This requires increased 

concentration and stamina. 

Following a very enjoyable and interesting grading the majority of the participants went out 

for a meal in a local restaurant. 



Sunday 16th November, 2014 

The 10am-12 class had a theme of how to raise our arms using the Hara, how to breathe 

when applying techniques, and how to use this rise and fall to control Uke.  The same 

movements were then applied to a number of techniques. 

e.g. Sumiotoshi, Maeotoshi, Hikiotoshi, Gyakugamae-ate and Aigamae-ate. 

After saying our farewells, two of us travelled back to London on Sunday evening.  The 

whole weekend was great and thoroughly recommended to anyone keen to meet some 

lovely people and improve their Aikido! 

 

Report by Vicente Bosch 

 An awesome weekend, review of our martial Kiko training focusing on the front arch 

that connects the arms and how the exercises train this. 

 Review of Shishihon no kuzushi Omote and Ura using the movements of our 

exercises, focusing on stretching Uke and maintaining that stretch throughout the 

technique and an idea derived from all of this. 

 From four basic movements we simplified it to two. 

 Finished it up with some Tanto avoidance drills and avoidance with Gyakugamae ate 

technique focusing on striking with a relaxed hand winding and unwinding, entering 

for Gyakugamae ate by blending with Uke. 

 Ying ( soft ) and yang ( full ) hands ( and changing from one state to the other ) when 

performing techniques. 

 Grading’s with different approaches and the traditional Tanto Randori bout with 

Gitte Wolput working on the Mai, relaxing and also some technique drills. 

 Dinner and beers with friends, happy faces after the grading. 

 Using the exercises in Tegatana Awase, in the Uki Waza, Atemi Waza, revisiting the 

role of Uke to give new meaning to some techniques, destroying the centre our true 

objective. 



 

MORE STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS . . .  
 
20 - 23NOV2014 Joint Course & JAA GRADING with Eddy Wolput & Yoshiomi Inoue 

in Almussafes, SPAIN 
(Please see http://www.xativa-aikido.co.uk) 

10 - 14DEC2014 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
PROPOSED SESSIONS FOR 2015 

02-04JAN2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

13-15FEB2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

20-22MAR2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

17-19APR2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

15-17MAY2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

19-21JUN2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

10-12JUL2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

31JUL-02AUG2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

11-13SEP2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

16-18OCT2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

13-15NOV2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

11-13DEC2015 with Eddy Wolput in Antwerp, BELGIUM provisional 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For archived Study Group Tomiki Aikido reports please see: 

http://www.aikidouk.co.uk/study-group-reports.htm 


